
''In the modern world, it is not necessary 

to be courageous to support people 

fighting for independence and freedom; 

it is enough to be honest. " 

- Amilcar Cabral, African Liberation 
Leader, Assassinated January 20, 1973 



(@n January 20, 1973 Amilcar Cabral, one of 

the for em ost independence leader s in Africa and in 

the world, was gunned down in his home in Conakry 

in a Portugese assassination plot. As Secretary Gen-
/ 

eral of the African Independence Party of Guine and 

the Cape Verde Islands (the PAIGC), Cabral more 

than any other single person symbolized the struggle 

against white supremacy in Africa. It is no accident 

that his murder came four months after his speech 

at the United Nations Committee on Decolonization, 

and at a time ",hen the succes s of the Guinean Move

ment is recognized internationally as a symbol of hope 

for revolutionary peoples all over the world. The 

list of black leaders who are cut down at the moment 

their leader ship takes on international significance 

is too stunning to be coincidental: Martin Luther 

King's murder, soon after he took a public stand 

against the Vietnan1 War; Malcom XIS assassination 

soon after his journey to Mecca and after he took the 

black struggle for self-determination to the U. N. ; the 

death of M ozam bique I s leader, Eduardo M ondlane, at 

the hands of the Portugese; Patrice Lumumba's murder 

when the struggle in the Congo can1e to international 

attention. The message of the imperialists seems 
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clear in this: the point beyond which you shall not go 

is the point at which you set no limits, no boundarie s on .1\ 

your struggle. The price of this kind of internationalism ' J 
is death. But the thing his killer s have never under-

stood is this: that Cabral's death, instead of crushing 

the strength of the P.AIGC,. will stiffen the spirit of 

resistance in every African and every morally sensitive 

person the world over. 

The story of Cabral cannot be told without tel

ling the story of Guin~,. a West-African country with a 

population of about a million Africans and three to four 

thousand Portugese, in whose hands power has resided 

for nearly two hundred years. Guin~ was the site of 

the first trans -Atlantic slave trade; it formally became 

a Portugese colony in 1886. There ensued a fifty-year 

struggle on the part of the Portugese to crush the var

ions wars of African resistance. 

In 1926~ military rule was imposed; shortly 

thereafter Guin~ was claITlped under the quasi-fascist 

rule of Portugal's dictator, Salazar. 2 The country 

was run economically as an appendage of Portugal, and 

as such suffered the poverty and anguish of a colonized 

society. The health situation was unbelievable, with 

the majority of the population afflicted with malnutrition ~ 

hook\vorITls, nl.alaria, dysentery. Infant mortality stood __ ~ 

at around 600 per thousand. The entire rural popula-

tion had at best only eleven doctors, with only one 
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hospital outside Bissaw, the capital city. 3 The lit

eracy rate was l%, and by 1960 there were a total 

of eleven Africans from Guin~ who had acquired grad

uate status as "assimilated Portugese. " 

As in Portugal, all forms of political organi

zations were repressed: no political parties, no deni

onstrations, no debates. With every road to reforn! 

barred~ only two alternatives remained, surrender or 

revolt. In September 1956,. six Africans, under the 

guidance of Amilcar Cabral, met to make their choice 

and formed a clandestine organization, the PAIGC. 

N early seven years later ~ they began an armed revolt. 

Their purpose was clear: "What we need is that our 

work, our riches, should belong to all of us, to the 

people who labor to create this wealth ••• if we make 

this war only to chase out the Portugese, then it's 

not worth the trouble. Yes we make it to chase out 

, 

the Portugese, but also so that nobody shall exploit us, 

neither white men nor black men. ,,1 

What were the first steps on this road to revo

lution? In 1948, three Africans (Cabral among them) 

who were studying in Lisbon decided to form a centre 

for African studies there. One of the things they were ~ 

most conscious of among themselves was the fact that 

being "assimilados" meant that they had to forget their 

own languages and culture and people; hence they slowly 

began the process of their "reafricanization, " with-
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out which they could make no progress. Cabral him

self worked for the colonialists as an agricultural cen

sus taker, during which time he became intimate with 

different villages and tribes learning their way of life, 

all of which served to help him in the development of a 

plan to organize the peasants to resist. 

He went to work in Angola later, a nd in 1956, he 

linked up with some other educated Africans and became 

a founding mem ber of the M PLA, a clandestine organ

ization for the Liberation of Angola. The same year 

he had also taken the lead in forming the PAIGC in 

his homeland, also necessarily clandestine. The fact 

that from the very beginning, Cabral was conscious of 

making links with other anti-colonialist groups, and hav

ing particularly close ties with Angola and Mozambique 

(the other countries fighting Portugese control) is tes

timony to his consistent leader ship in the Pan -African 

liberation movement. 

The period from 1956 to 1959 was spend mainly 

in study and planning, but in 1959, the whole situation 

suddenly sha rpened. On August 3, fifty Bissau dock 

workers were shot and killed by the Portugese as they 

began to strike, and the PAIGC met and made their 

declaration of wa.t.: against the Portugese, dedicating 

themselves to the liberation of their people, by any 

means necessary. They set up a training school for 

cadres in the Republic of Guinea (Conakry), with 

J 
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primary emphasis on political growth and analysis 

of the specific conditions of Guin~. The central 

concept of their organizing was the principle of 

self -determination for Guin~, that they had a right, 

as a people, to regain their own history. Implicit 

in this is the right "to liberate the means and process 

of development of our own productive forces", 2 all 

of which calls for a vast cultural and political change 

at the level of the masses. They also carne to under

stand that any liberation movement which fails to call 

on the energies and intelligence and creativity of ordi

nary people will remain a movement whose roots lie 

on the surface and lack the nourishment to endure. So 

their main goal was to find ways to build a party that 

would be democratic, that had a vision of a new society 

as its basis, and that could organize the masses of 

people to participate fully in a revolutionary process that 

was part of a world-wide, anti-imperialist movement. 

Cabral encouraged the cadres to "practice rev

olutionary dem.oc racy •.• hold frequent meetings •.• hide 
,.-

nothi~from the masses of our people. Tell no lies, 

clai~ n~ easy victories. ,,3 The task they set for 

themselves was a fierce one: they had to struggle for 

peasant support and the political preparation was ex

tremely difficult. One of Cabral's followers, when 

describing the earl y days, says "this mobilization 

was far more difficult than the war itself. \I Their 
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plan was to prepare themselves idealogically as a core; 

to then recruit political workers who would comnl.it them

selves to slow, patient work in the villages; and lastly 

to move into armed actions which would begin the wars. 

Militari ly the war had unfolded in essentially four 

phases: first there was an initial guerrilla phase set 

going by the early handful under Cabrals leadership 

(j) (1961-1962). Secondly, there was the stage in which 

peasant support widened steadily, when in the face of 

Portugese repression the peasants made the revolt their 

rf) own (1962 -1963). Thirdly, a regular army was created 

out of the best of the two thousand guerrillas (1964), and 

d) co-ordinated mobile warfare began. Fourthly, there 

is the current struggle which takes the shape of direct 

assaults on Portugese-held towns and general insurrection 

in Bissau. By 1968, the PAIGC had Hberated three

fourths of the country. 

The party formalized its obligations toward the 

zones that they liberated this way: they would attempt 

to create a new society, a culture with a human set of 

values. In a directive to party militants, the party ex

horts its cadre: "Learn from life, learn from our peo

pIe, learn from books, learn from the experience of 

others - never stop learning. Responsible members 

must take life seriously, conscious of their responsibil

ities, thoughtful about carrying them out, and with a com

radeship based on work .•• nothing of this is incompatible 
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with the joy of life, or with love for life, or with con

fidence in the future and in our work.,,4 The liber '-

ted zones began a network of primary schools, built 

health centers, and established a market system so 

that the people could sell their pr oducts for just wages 

and the liberated territories could be supplied with 

nece s s ary goods. Their goal in all of this was to 

achieve econonlic, political, social and cultural unity 

for their people; they have learned to build the revo

lution as they fight. In 1968, Cabral presented the 

situation this way: "It would be naive to claim t h at the 

progress realized in our liberated areas has radically 

changed the soc ial situation of their populations. Our 

people have to face a colonial way whose genocidal 

intentions everyone can see: they live under difficult " 

conditions. \Vhole groups have seen their villages 

destroyed and have had to withdraw into the bush. 

"Yet nobody goes hungry, nobody is exploited, 

the standard of living steadly improves. Our popula

tions reveal an enlarged political consciousness day 

by day; they live and work together in harmony; they 

face toget.her the miseries of the way that is in)posed 
,,5 

on us. 

As Portugal propped up by NATO aid and U. S. 

dollars, continues by mean s of terr or and napaln) to 

defend western civilization on the African continent, 

the people of Guin~ continue to demonstrate, with ,. 



\\ 
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stunning clarity and success, that Africans can fight 

and win guer rilla war s of national liberation. 
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